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ReCap: Cache Randomization

- Cache randomization
  - Prevents efficient Prime + Probe attacks
  - Index is pseudorandomly generated from the address
  - Data is placed in one of the candidate entries
Prime + Prune + Probe Attack

Purnal et al., USENIX 2021

- Collect partially congruent addresses
  - Fill the cache with attacker controlled addresses
Prime + Prune + Probe Attack

Purnal et al., USENIX 2021

- Collect partially congruent addresses
  - Fill the cache with attacker controlled addresses
  - Observe evictions and add colliding address to eviction set!

→ Cache attacks are harder, but still a threat!
ClepsydraCache

How can we prevent Prime+Prune+Probe?
Clepsydra aka water clock

A Clepsydra is an ancient time-measuring device worked by a flow of water.
How can we stop attackers from observing cache collisions?

- Prevent cache collisions!
- ClepsydraCache implements a combination of cache randomization and cache decay
- Efficient in hardware and small performance overhead
ClepsydraCache

... in a nutshell

- Index **randomization**
  - Prevent trivial eviction set construction
- Per-entry **time-to-live** (TTL)
  - The cache contains empty entries
  - Old data is evicted, recent data stays
ClepsydraCache

... in a nutshell

- **Cache miss handling:**
  - $F_K$ selects candidate entries
  - **Fetch** data from memory
  - Replacement policy prioritizes invalid entries
  - Set **TTL** to random value in range (min, max)
ClepsydraCache

... in a nutshell

- Cache hit handling:
  - $F_K$ selects candidate entries
  - Reset TTL to random value in range (min, max)
ClepsydraCache

... in a nutshell

- TTL expire:
  - Write-back if dirty
  - Invalidate entry
Ideally, each randomized set contains one free entry!

- Monitoring not feasible in hardware
- Instead: **Dynamic** TTL scheduling
  - Adjust the speed with which the TTL expires globally
  - On conflicts: expire other entries faster
  - Otherwise, slowly allow longer lifetimes
Hardware Support

How do we implement this?

• **Option 1)** Counters in every cache set
  • Expensive to maintain
  • Could make use of in-memory computation

• **Option 2)** Use a capacitor to store the TTL
  • Can be placed on top of a memory cell
  • Does not compete for silicon area
Security
Prime + Prune + Probe

- The attacker needs to prime the cache
  - High activity will cause other entries to be evicted
  - Attacker needs to fill all candidate entries
  - Cannot distinguish between conflict- and TTL-based evictions
Performance

Cache Conflicts

• Evaluation using gem5
  • Eviction set construction was not possible
  • Reduced conflict-based evictions by over 90% (Parsec and SPEC CPU 2017)
Performance

Miss Rate

Cache Miss Rate

The chart shows the cache miss rate for various benchmarks. The x-axis represents different benchmarks, and the y-axis represents the miss rate. The chart compares the classic eviction policy with the ClepsydraCache policy, with bars in blue for classic and red for ClepsydraCache.
Performance

Total Overhead

- Total overhead between -0.37% and 5.25%
- Performance increase results from access patterns in non-randomized setting
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